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THE MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN.*

BY WILLIAM TRELEASE.

ORIGIN AND HISTORY.�Henry Shaw, an; Englishman who
amassed a fortune in St. Lout’s and has left it in an endowed
establishment that will constitute his enduring monument, con-
ceived and put into shape a beautiful flower garden in 1849; this
he lived to enjoy and share with the public for forty years.
Meantime, through the counsels of Engelmann, Hooker and Gray,
he broadened his plans so as to provide for its perpetuation for
public use and benefit on a much larger scale than he had at first
contemplated.
PURPOSES.�These plans, as outlined for the trustees to whose

administration his property is left, comprise the instructive and
attractive demonstration of plants in large variety, the training of
botanists and gardeners, and addition to knowledge about plants,
by investigations. ;

The garden, through which these ends are to be reached, oc-
cupies about half of a tract of 125 acres, and is now appraised,
with its improvements, at about three-quarters of a million dol-
lars. In it are grown, in natural planting, formal beds, ponds,
rockeries, or under glass, riot far from 18,000 species and varie-
ties of plants. So far as conditions permit these are arranged
instructively, and labeled with common and scientific names, and
geographic range. Attractive planting is never lost sight of
when it is possible, and the spring- display in tulips and the fall
display of chrysanthemums are counted among the notable flor-
icultural events of the country each year.
By Mr. Shaw’s provision, the Director of the Garden is at the

head of the School of Botany which he also endowed, and which,
in addition to affording undergraduate instruction as a depart-
ment of Washington University, offers facilities for graduate
work leading to the degrees of Master and Doctor in the same
University. Gardening instruction is provided for in a four
years’ course of combined study and manual work; and six schol-
arships open this course without any expense whatever to a like
number of worthy young men. Research in various branches of
botany, horticulture and entomology receives a small but con-
tinuous part of the time and effort of capable employees.

*The substance of a short informal address before the Biological Section of the Central
Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers at St. I^ouis. Nov. 30. 1907.
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EQUIPMENT.�The collection of living plants, in which orchids,
bromeliads, cycads, yuccas, agaves and cacti are especially largely
represented, possesses particular value because of a careful sys-
tem of recording the history of individual specimens, each of
which bears on its label a key number to its record. In the
cactus, cycad, and acacia houses, especially rare and striking
morphological demonstrations are afforded. Even such horti-
cultural forms as mushrooms, figs, and hothouse grapes are grown
with the care given to geraniums or orchids, and with equal
success.
The first purpose in the early years of the Garden has been to

lay a substantial and ample foundation in the two prime requi-
sites of a botanical research institution: collections and books.
In both herbarium and library this purpose has been met unusu-
ally well, and both are still rapidly "growing. The former already
contains over half a million specimens valued at nearly $85,-
500.00, and includes the herbaria of Bernhardi, Engelmann, Red-
field, Reverchon, Eggert and other well known collectors, as well
as much authentic material which formed the working nucleus of
Chapman’s herbarium when his flora of the southern States was
written. The library contains more than 58,000 books and pam-
phlets, valued at over $90,000.00, and counts among its treasures
a very large collection of publications dating from before the time
of Linnaeus, large files of serials, numerous rare issues, and,
choicest of all, 60 thick volumes of manuscript notes and sketches
made by Engelmann with painstaking care during the prosecu-
tion of his studies of the plant groups in which he was a master.
An index of over half a million cards, though inadequate, ren-
ders the library much more usable than it would be without this
aid.

PRODUCTIVITY.�The effectiveness of the Garden in reaching
the general public can hardly be measured except by the number
of visitors to it and the questions they ask. They average over
100,000 a year, and frequently ask questions that show that intel-
ligent interest is awakened. Numerous classes of school chil-
dren are among them.
As an educational factor, the School of Botany has figured to

the extent of training a small but yet considerable number of
Masters and Doctors of whose subsequent attainments there is
reason to be proud. The school of gardening has equal reason
to take pride in the professional standing of its graduates.
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In research, small as is the time, as yet, that can be spared for
this fascinating’ duty by those charged with a full load of admin-
istrative work, the eighteen yearly volumes of the garden Report
show that results commensurate with their opportunity have been
achieved by a number of investigators; and the collections of the
Garden have been used as the foundation of many equally com-
prehensive studies carried on or published elsewhere.
FOUNDATION.�The endowment’of the Garden consists mainly

in real estate. Some of this is unproductive and the taxes on it
are burdensome; but the foundation is appraised at some $3,000,-
ooo.oo, and the maintenance income promises to increase rapidly
and largely in the future. The gross revenue has averaged thus
for about $111,000.00 a year. For years the expenditures were
kept five or ten per cent below the income, as a provision for
heavy property expenses that were foreseen. The garden is now
in the throes of meeting street and sewer expenses; but there is
an end to all things, and the heaviest of these for the present are

nearly over.
On the income, Mr. Shaw placed a small fixed lien�which thus

far amounts to about 3 per cent of the average gross revenue�
in the form of bequests, all tending to further the purposes of the
garden. General and special taxes have brought the unavoidable
deduction up to 39 per cent of the average income. The (small)
expense of administering the endowment property, and the (nec-
essarily considerable) cost of maintaining the improved revenue
property, increase this subtraction to about 56 per cent of the
gross income, thus far.
The remaining 44 per cent has been spent on the Garden, for

enlargement, improvements, maintenance, and productivity.’ The
allotment of $45,300 for the present year may serve as an approx-
imate index to the apportionment of the usual expenses, aside
from large improvement:

Gardening ........................... .$28,500.00 == 63 %
Garden pupils ......................... 1,200.00 == 2^%
Herbarium ........................... 2,200.00 = 5 %
Library .............................. 4,700.00 = 10 %
Office ................................ 6,300.00 = 14 %
Research ............................. 2,400.00 == 5^%

FUTURE PROSPECTS.�As far as can be seen, the foundation of
the establishment is secure, and adequate to the achievement of
large results as time goes on. It is evident, though, that these
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must be reached gradually and not by large jumps. The trus-
tees have already increased the original area of the grounds by
one-half, and detailed plans exist for the improvement of addi-
tional land that will double the present area. The plant houses
have been doubled in size, though other and better ones are badly
needed. One fireproofed building has been erected, but it is
crowded to the ceilings. Meeting future needs is not left to
chance. Plans exist for all; bit by bit the improvements most
needed are being made as parts of these general plans, and the
units are so arranged as to fall individually within the probable
financial possibilities, so as to produce gradually an aggregate
result obviously impossible of achievement by a single effort.
That the already large equipment for research will be made much
larger is certain. Increased available revenue, however, prom-
ises to open the way for a very essential factor in development�
men.0 What the garden has thus far become in the scientific and
educational world, it has become through its men. Its future
and larger reputation depends equally upon the men who shall
utilize its purely material facilities; with their increase its effi-
ciency should increase at a rate far beyond the proportionate
cost that their salaries will represent.
POLICY.�I have spoken at this length about the garden that

force might be given to a closing word on its policy. This has
been, -is, and I venture to say always will be, that of helpfulness.
There is little wastefulness in administration. Even bedding

plants that have to be discarded in the autumn are resuscitated in
cold frames and distributed, to the number of a thousand or two
every year, among the kindergartens of the city schools, and one
of the pleasantest features of the annual chrysanthemum show is
the distribution of the plants and flowers that remain at its close,
among hospitals and charities. Many a teacher owes the plant
equipment of his classroom or laboratory to the garden, and
within its purpose and powers any service that it can render
has only to be asked for.




